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Region	 Side	 MNI	Coordinates	 TFCE	t-stat	
Supplementary	Motor	Cortex	 L	 	-5							9				61	 7.21	
Middle	Temporal	Gyrus.	 L	 	-50			-44			0	 8.01	
Lateral	Occipital	Cortex,	superior	div.	 L	 	-50				-64			25	 6.03	
Middle	Temporal	Gyrus	 L	 	-58			-14		-18	 5.96	
Caudate	 R	 	15					19					7	 6.41	
Temporal	Pole	 L	 -52				9				-25	 5.19	
Caudate	 L	 -15			17			-4	 5.31	
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Region	 Side	 MNI	Coordinates	 TFCE	t-stat	
Paracingulate	Gyrus	 L	 -3				37				25	 5.99	
Brain	Stem	 R	 10				-26		-14	 5.79	
Anterior	Cingulate	Gyrus		 R	 0						14				22	 5.43	
Precuneus	 L	 -3			-56			11	 5.59	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -28			32			-14	 4.36	
Insular	Cortex	/	Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -30				9			-14	 5.09	
White	Matter	 R	 10			17			22	 4.36	
Medial	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -10			34			-18	 4.65	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -25			24			-22	 4.48	
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Region	 Side	 MNI	Coordinates	 TFCE	t-stat	
Superior	Frontal	Gyrus	 L	 -13				37				47	 6.26	
Frontal	Pole	 L	 -45				42				14	 5.63	
Caudate	 L	 -10						9					7	 5.32	
Precuneus	 L	 -3			-56			11	 6.13	
Posterior	Cingulate	Gyrus	 L	 -5			-36			32	 5.45	
Caudate	 R	 13				9			11	 5.73	
Anterior	Cingulate	Gyrus	 L	 -3				7			25	 5.28	
White	Matter	 R	 10			17			22	 5.66	
Anterior	Cingulate	Gyrus	 L	 -3			22			18	 4.25	
Superior	Lateral	Occipital	Cortex	 L	 -35			-66			47	 5.7	
Paracingulate	Gyrus	 L	 -8			52			0	 4.77	













Region	 Side	 MNI	Coordinates	 TFCE	t-stat	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 R	 25				24			-18	 6.02	
Frontal	Pole	 R	 18				47				36	 4.39	
Supplementary	Motor	Cortex	 L	 -3						7					65	 4.13	
Posterior	Cingulate	Gyrus	/	Precuneus		 L	 -3			-51				14	 4.7		
Anterior	Parahippocampal	Gyrus	 R	 20			-19			-29	 4.03	
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Region	 Side	 MNI	Coordinates	 TFCE	t-stat	
Frontal	Pole	 R	 	8				62					7	 7.33	
Precuneus	 L	 -3			-56				7	 4.25	
Temporal	Occipital	Fusiform	Cortex	 R	 43		-61			-25	 4.35	
Cerebellum	 L	 -20		-86		-32	 4.91	
Caudate	 L	 -13			19			0	 4.14	
Posterior	Parahippocampal	Gyrus	 L	 -18			-26		-11	 4.48	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -45			32			-14	 4.96	
Posterior	Cingulate	Gyrus	 L	 -3			-34			7	 4.03	
Lingual	Gyrus	/	Occipital	Pole	 L	 -3			-91			-18	 4.05	
Frontal	Pole	 L	 -25				42				7	 3.73	
Cerebellum	 R	 28			-84		-32	 4.74	
Lingual	Gyrus	 R	 15				-64		-11	 5.1	
Posterior	Parahippocampal	Gyrus	 R	 23			-34		-18	 3.86	
Temporal	(Occipital)	Fusiform	Cortex	 R	 33				-39			-25	 3.7	
Cerebellum	 R	 3			-89			-29	 3.68	
Precuneus	 R	 13			-56		14	 3.3	
Corpus	Callosum	 L	 -5			27			7	 3.48	
Planum	Polare	 L	 -43			2			-18	 5.04	
Cerebellum	 R	 30			-59			-25	 3.13	
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A.	Small-volume	corrected	in	left	lateral	PFC	 	 	 	
Region	 Side	 MNI	Coordinates	 TFCE	t-stat	
Superior	Frontal	Gyrus	/	Paracingulate	Gyrus	 L	 	-2			38			40	 5.43	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -30			28			-4	 4.48	
Middle	Frontal	Gyrus	 L	 -32			23			40	 4.5	
Middle	Frontal	Gyrus	 L	 -40		16			43	 4.14	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -40			31			-10	 4.1	
Frontal	Operculum	 L	 -37			26			3	 3.77	
Orbital	Frontal	Cortex	 L	 -45			23		-7	 4.3	
B.	Whole-brain	corrected	 	 	 	
Paracingulate	Gyrus	 R	 		6				36			37	 6.38	
Precuneus	 R	 13			-65			34	 5.35	
Middle	Frontal	Gyrus	 R	 41			18			46	 4.29	
Middle	Frontal	Gyrus	 R	 36			26			46	 5.05	
Superior	Lateral	Occipital	Cortex	 R	 53			-60			43	 5.31	
Frontal	Operculum	 R	 43			23			-4	 4.39	
Angular	Gyrus	 R	 51			-55			34	 4.96	
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